
REVISION HISTORY
Portable Datalogger software & firmware

Release SW 6.0.0.0 & FW 0.6.0 – 4 July 2016

SOFTWARE
Suite
Updated Installation procedure
Added Windows 8/10 drivers

Smart Manager 6.0.0.0
Implemented new digital instruments
Updated Instrument Library
Updated sensors wiring colors
Language fix
All firmware have been updated to version 0.6.0
Mux address limited range from 1 to 31

Smart Export 6.0.0.0
Added date to exportation of inclinometric test

FIRMWARE
Digital Instruments
Now generic digital instruments (with one or two channels) may be used: previous versions only 
read digital inclinometers.

Digital instruments configuration
In the configuration page the measure unit is now hidden for digital instruments (it is autodetected
when reading the instrument); the number of decimal digits may be left blank, in which case the
number of decimal digits depends on the instrument type.

Instruments returning measure in fixed and floating point can now be read.

Inclinometric tests
It is now possible to perform inclinometric tests with instruments using degrees, mm/m and inch/
feet as measure units as well as instruments in k*sin(alpha).
When a greater number of digits must be displayed, a smaller font is now used
When an inclinometric test is aborted because of an incompatible instrument, the file is not saved.

Interrupting inclinometric tests
When an inclinometric test is interrupted it is now possible to choose if data recorded so far 
should be saved or discarded.

Inclinometric graphs
Fixed a problem which caused inclinometric graphs to be incorrect with some measure units.

Inclinometric tubes
When reading inclinometric tubes, steps numbered 100 or above are now displayed correctly.



T-REX
Fixed display font size.
Fixed a bug for which it was no more possible to perform a manual reading after a T-REX test.

Measuring the NTC with Galileo dataloggers
Galileo units can now display NTC value in ohms.

Instruments
Labels and instruments for the seven pole connector pins have been updated.

Release FW 0.5.0 – 4 April 2014

FIRMWARE

MUX 24CH
Some problems with some instruments have been fixed.

Bluetooth
It is now possible to use long keys for interfacing as required by some phones.

Instrument list
The list of instruments has been updated.

MUX 24CH
Smart2 can now read instruments interfaced through MUX 24CH. The multiplexer must be 
configured at 9600baud.

Instrument list
The list of instruments has been updated.

Release FW 0.4.0 – 15 October 2012

FIRMWARE

Inclinometric measurement
Measurements and graphs now take probe multiplicative factor into account when it is different 
from 20000.

New unit calibration parameter
During factory calibration is now possible to specify the number of readings to discard from a 
digital transducer after it has been switched on.

Added a multiplicative factor for probe calibration
Calibration for probes yields a value which is a sine of an angle and thus is forced to be in range 
±1;this
value is customarily multiplied by 20000 so that the displayed value is actually in 2000·sin(alpha).
It is now possible to specify any value as a multiplicative factor.

Probes measure unit
It is now possible to specify the measure unit used for each probe.



Release FW 0.3.0 – 30 January 2012

FIRMWARE

Number of decimals for Digital inclinometers
Digital inclinometers with output in sin(alpha) now have four decimals by default.

Data recorded for mono RS485 instruments
The second channel is now recorded as empy (Not A Number) instead of 0.

Displayed label for +Supply and -Supply
Now the labels displayed are +Vdc/-Vdc in English and +Vcc/-Vcc in Italian.

Instruments list
The following probes were added:
S242DH30 Digital horizontal inclinometer probe ±30°
S241DV30 Mono-axial digital probe
And the following were renamed:
S241DH30 (ex S241HD30) Digital horizontal inclinometer probe ±30°
S242DVXX (ex S242HDXX) Biax Digital inclinometer probe

Inclinometric test display
In the display during the inclinometric test the measure unit label switches color (black/red) each 
time a new measure is performed.
When a digital inclinometer is used, using the left and right arrow keys it is possible to switch 
between unit display and temperature display.

VW measurement with multiplexer
When switching between wires with and without gauge factor, now the unit displayed updates
correctly.

Recording measure failure
When the measurement fails a dialog is displayed; now when the user closes the dialog with ESC,
terminating the measure, a failure (NaN aka Not a Number) is recorded in the logs.
When the user closes the dialog with OK the SMART2 tries to perform the measure again, as in
previous versions.

Reading VW with multiplexer
Now the measure unit displayed (e.g μE, DIGIT...) is chosen correctly for each wire. In the previous
versions the unit chosen for each wire was the same as the one for the first wire.

New measure unit added
Sin(alpha) was used meaning 20000*Sin(alpha), with a range of -20000 to +20000.
Now two different measure units are available:
    • Sin(alpha) with range -1.0 to +1.0 is the real mathematical function
    • 20000*Sin(alpha) is 20000 times the mathematical function.
This may cause some confusion because the meaning of the label Sin(alpha) has changed.

Creating files with name not 8.3 compliant
When trying to create a new file with a name shorter than 6 characters but not compliant with 8.3



naming conventions, the file name was mangled incorrectly.

Changed label format for digital instruments
When a digital instrument on a digital multiplexer chain does not respond, the serial number is 
now
replaced by a ## sign instead of a ?n where n was the order in chain.

Browsing readings for VW
Vibrating wires temperatures are now displayed correctly when browsing.

Automatic reading of digital instruments
The reading is now displayed for a second before switching channel

Initial display for digital instruments
Now the initial value displayed for digital instruments is always the main value; sometimes the
temperature was displayed instead.

Instruments S241HH30 and S242HVXX
The supply for these instruments is now set to 7V instead of 12V.

Digital inclinometers
Supply for these instruments is on pin A (+supply) and (C ground) instead of A and B.

Digital instruments: reset during measurement
No more spurious device resets are generated during measurements of inclinometric chains when
several instruments are not responding.

Digital instruments: serial number from last instrument
When an instrument in a chain is not responding, the serial number is no longer copied from the
instrument above in the same chain: the serial number last read for the instrument in the given 
position is used instead.

Digital instruments: Message for missing instrument
When an instrument is not responding the displayed message is now “Missing instrument”, not 
“Wrong instrument type”.

Digital instruments: Warmup parameter
The warmup parameter in instruments configuration is meaningless for digital instruments; now it 
is no longer displayed.

Digital instruments: codes
Digital instruments codes are now formed by a letter followed by six digits, like A123456.

Error message for wrong type of digital inclinometer
If the connected inclinometer does not match the expected type (mono/biaxial) the message now
displayed is: “Instrument is not compatible”.

Behavior when an inclinometer in chain is not working
Now the datalogger proceeds with the next inclinometer after timeout.

Saving inclinometric chain reading
Now each reading is saved with the correct instrument serial number.



Release FW 0.2.0 – 25 January 2011.

FIRMWARE

Graphs for inclinometric tests
These graphs are now similar to the ones generated by the PC program INCLIN2.

Worklist editing
When editing the entry for an already added instrument in a worklist, the instrument name is 
not asked for again and the user is immediately redirected to the page for editing the instrument 
location and notes.

Fixed bug in worklist and switching panels editing
If a new worklist or switching panel was created and closed without any instrument added to it, it 
was not possible to reopen it. This problem has been solved.

Biaxial instruments on multiplexers
Some problems that occurred when adding biaxial instruments on a multiplexer have been solved.

Vibrating wires
When reading a vibrating wire for which the Gauge parameter is defined, the user defined 
calibration polynomial is now calculated on the reading expressed in microEpsilons; when the 
Gauge parameter is not defined, the polynomial is calculated on the reading in Digits.
In old versions the Digits value was always used.

Inclinometric tests
Under some circumstances, during inclinometric tests, some values related to a reference test 
were displayed even when no reference test had been selected. This problem has been solved.

Character ‘9’ in names
Often, when the character ‘9’ was used in the name of an inclinometric test, a multiplexer, a 
switchpanel or a worklist, it was not possible to reopen the file. This problem has been solved.

Bluetooth
Timeouts frequently occurred when trasferring files to RIM (Blackberry) smartphones. This 
problem has been solved.

Reading overflow
If an overflow occurred while reading an instrument, the display showed no value; now +OVF or 
-OVF is displayed.


